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Summary
In this paper, we propose shared topic networks as a model of human network to organize Internet Information, and developed a system called kMedia that can generate shared topic networks by using WWW bookmark files. We also evaluate the system with experiments to know how shared topics network can help uesrs especially to know each other. A shared topic network is formed by linking topics of participants, and used to know interests of others and to exchange information with others. kMedia can generate shared topics networks by using structures of WWW bookmarks, i.e., folders of bookmarks are regarded as topics of their owners. Relations among topics of different users are estimated by aggregating similarity among pages in these topics. The experiments were performed to clarify two points; one is whether topics is a better way to exchange information among people and the other is how we can measure human relationship. The first point is examined that topic recommendation is more acceptable than page recommendation. For the second point, we propose category resemblance as measurement of human relationship. Since we compare results between cases with subjects belonging to the same community and cases without communities, we noticed similarity of topics structure is affective. The category resemblance is to estimate this similarity of topic structure and it is proved that it is better than any other parameters with respect to measurement for human relationship.
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